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Performance Evaluation of Cree SiC Schottky Diode in 
a Non-isolated LED Light Bulb Application 

Jimmy Liu, Kin Lap Wong Cree Inc
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Abstract: As the demand for low-cost energy efficient LED lighting grows, new topologies can 
be used to reduce the system cost and drive faster adoption of LED technology. This application 
note presents a new Silicon-Carbide (SiC) Schottky diode in a compact 3.3mmx3.3mmx1mm 
QFN package for LED bulb applications. The application note is based on a 7W LED bulb 
reference design which uses a non-isolated low-side BUCK topology. Using the space-saving 
Cree SiC diode improves the efficiency and reduces the thermal requirements for the LED  
bulb driver, thus overall system savings are possible by using lower cost LED components. 
The 7W LED bulb demo board can replace an equivalent 40W incandescent lamp. 

LED light bulb driver topology

LED lighting is a promising technology that will soon replace the energy-inefficient incandescent 
lamps and toxic mercury-based fluorescent lamps. Among general LED lighting applications, 
the market for residential and commercial LED lighting with power rating less than 30W 
comprises of the highest volume potential. One of most popular application in this market 
segment is LED light bulbs with A19 or E27 form factor. A constant current LED driver with 
isolated single stage Flyback was proposed in the past years as shown in Figure 1. A constant 
on-time architecture is normally used for this single stage Flyback topology. When the period 
of MOSFET turn on is constant for each half line cycle, the instant input current will be in 
phase with the voltage to achieve high power factor correction as shown in the waveform of 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Single stage Flyback with constant on-time control
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Although the single stage flyback provides electrical isolation and high power factor, there 
are some drawbacks for this topology:

1. Lower Efficiency: The single stage flyback design results in lower efficiency, which is 
very important for LED driver design. This will lead to lower light efficacy for the LED 
light system. Moreover, because of lower efficiency, the temperature rise will be higher at 
the LED. (Ambient temperature around 60 °C to 70 °C inside the LED light case)

2. TRIAC Dimming Capability: It is difficult to design TRIAC dimming capability for 
isolated single stage Flyback. Unlike an incandescent lamp that is a purely resistive 
load, the input of a LED light driver appears as a capacitive load. For LED driver design, 
the LED current should be proportional to the input RMS voltage as controlled by the 
conduction angle of the dimmer. A smooth reduction in LED current as the dimmer 
conduction angle is reduced provides ideal performance for the user. While the range 
of control is affected by the dimmer characteristics and will vary from one dimmer to 
another, ideally the dimming response should utilize the entire range of the knob or slider 
to giving the end user the best control. The isolated design makes it difficult to change 
the output current through the LED string when the input AC waveform is in phase 
cutting mode.

3. Higher Cost: The single stage flyback typically uses an isolation flyback transformer.  
Moreover, it needs a feedback loop from secondary side to primary control side. Although 
some solutions propose a Primary Side Regulation (PSR) for the single stage flyback, it 
still has technical issues, such as the lack of tight line/load regulation and output short/
open protections. 

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the single stage flyback for LED light bulb driver, a 
non-isolated low-side BUCK topology can be used as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Simplified non-isolated low-side BUCK converter 

The low-side BUCK converter reverses the freewheeling diode D with main MOSFET Q so that 
the MOSFET’s source shares a common ground with primary side ground, thus it is easy to 
drive the MOSFET. While the MOSFET Q is turned on, current flows through the inductor and 
LED string. A resistor R senses this current and this current sensed voltage is compared with 
the internal reference voltage inside the controller. 
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With a non-isolated architecture, TRIAC dimming is easier to achieve. The phase cutting 
angle can be directly sensed when the input is dimming.  The resulting angle is easily 
feed back to LED driver controller on the primary side, thus the controller can regulate the 
output current and manage the TRIAC dimmer bleeder circuit very well. 

Control mode of Low-side BUCK

To maintain constant current output through the LED string, the low-side BUCK converter 
operates in Continuous Current Mode (CCM) with constant off-time control architecture. 
The constant off-time control architecture defines the off-time and allows the on-time, and 
therefore the switching frequency, to vary as either Vin or Vo changes. The output voltage is 
equal to the LED string voltage and should not change significantly for a given application.  
The input voltage will vary with the input line voltage. During turn-on with CCM, the below 
equation can be derived for the inductor: 

Assuming the output voltage (LED string voltage) does not change with increasing input 
line voltage (Vin), the current ramp in the inductor will increase according to the equation 
(1). Figure 3 illustrates the change in the inductor current (Red line) with increasing input 
voltage. Because of constant off-time with the Vin increased, the off-time still remains 
unchanged (toff1=toff2). The on-time will be reduced (ton2<ton1) with increasing 
frequency. As the result, the ripple current ∆I and average current Iavg through the 
inductor remains constant, which leads to a constant output current through the LED string 
when the input line changes.  This is the reason why CCM (Constant Current Mode) is used 
for this low-side BUCK LED driver. 

Figure 3. Ideal inductor Current Waveform in CCM constant off time

(1)
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Since CCM mode can achieve tight constant current with variable line voltage, the MOSFET 
and diode should be selected based on CCM. For the diode selection one should consider 
that when the MOSFET Q is turned on, the input voltage after the bridge diode will add to 
diode, so the maximum voltage stress on the diode can be estimated by the equation:

Vin2VD =
   (2)

If the maximum input line voltage is 264Vac, the minimum voltage stress is about 373Vdc. 
Considering the design margin and ringing during switching, the voltage rating for the diode 
should be at least 500V - 600V. 

When selecting the Free Wheeling diode “D” it is important to consider the diode’s reverse 
recovery energy. For conventional silicon ultra-fast 600V diodes, when the MOSFET is turned 
on and diode is turned off, during the switching transient the reverse-recovery current 
from the silicon diode flows into the MOSFET. The result is in a large inrush current into 
the MOSFET, which leads to high switching losses. These losses also limit the operating 
frequency, the efficiency of the LED driver, and hence its total system cost, size and 
thermals.  In addition, the reverse-recovery current will cause oscillations leading to higher 
EMI noise.

Cree SiC QFN Diode

To solve the reverse recovery issue and improve the system performance, Cree introduces 
a new 600V SiC Schottky diode in a 3.3mmx3.3mm lead-less QFN package (C3D1P7060Q) 
targeting LED lighting and low power SMPS applications. Like other Cree SiC diodes, the 
C3D1P7060Q has zero reverse recovery current during diode turn off transients which 
leads to reduced switching losses and improved low-side BUCK performance.  Table 1 
compares the key datasheet parameters of C3D1P7060Q to commonly used silicon ultra-
fast PIN diodes at a maximum case temperature of 135 ˚C.  A case temperature of 135 
˚C is selected to be consistent with higher temperatures which are typical in LED bulb 
applications.  One important characteristic of all silicon PIN diodes is the reverse recovery 
time (trr) and energy (Qrr) will increase with increasing temperature.  This could greatly 
impact the efficiency at high temperature operation.   Since the Cree SiC Diode is a minority 
carrier device there is no reverse recovery energy even at higher device temperature. 

Table 1. Parameter Comparisons for SiC Diode and Silicon Diode 

Supplier, P/N Device Type VRRM IF (A) VF (V) trr (ns) Qrr (nC)

Cree, C3D1P7060Q SiC Schottky 600V 3 1.5 * * 

ST, STTH3R06 Si Ultra Fast 600V 3 1.2 90 125

On, MURA250T3G Si Ultra Fast 600V 2 1.2 NS ** NS **

* Cree Diodes have no Reverse Recovery   ** NS = Not Specified above 25 ˚C   
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Demo board verification

In order to compare the performance of QFN SiC diode C3D1P7060Q with other silicon 
ultra-fast diodes, a 7W/270mA LED light bulb driver with TRIAC dimming capability was 
developed which uses CCM low-side BUCK topology. This reference design is a 40W A19 
equivalent incandescent lamp. Figure 4 is a photo of the actual demo board. The board size 
is 55mmx28mmx13mm. Table 2 shows the specification for the reference design:

Table 2. Reference Design Specification 

Specification Items Min Typical Max

Input AC Voltage 180Vac 220Vac 264Vac

Output Voltage 
Tolerance

20Vdc 26Vdc 28Vdc

Number of LEDs in 
string

10

Output current per 
string

250mA 270mA 285mA

Output current 
tolerance

-0.05

Efficiency with Cree SiC 82%

Power Factor 0.8 0.85

Controller LM3445

Dimming Phase cutting dimmable

LED specification

LED Cree XPE

Number of LED 10pcs

100mA to 400mA

Figure 4. Reference Design Demo board with Cree SiC Diode 
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Figure 5. Schematic of 7W low-side BUCK LED light bulb driver 

Efficiency and thermal comparison

Table 3 and figures 6-8 summarize the efficiency and thermal performance when using 
Cree SiC Schottky diode compared to conventional Silicon ultra-fast diodes. From the data 
comparisons of efficiency at 25°C and 55°C ambient, the QFN SiC Schottky diode improves 
efficiency 3%~5% with high-line voltage while reducing both the MOSFET and diode 
temperatures.  Designers can take advantage of this by selecting a lower flux bin LED, 
thereby reducing system cost. The temperature reduction also improve the LED light bulb 
system reliability and life time; while reducing the cost of the heat sink.
 
It is important to note that some competitors have high junction to ambient thermal 
resistance, in some cases as high as 261 °C/W.  When using these components in LED bulb 
applications the diode can fail due to thermal run away when ambient temperature exceed 
50°C and input voltage is 264Vac. The cause for this run away is higher switching losses at 
high input-voltage combined with higher thermal resistance. 
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Table 3. Efficiency test data at 25°C ambient temperature 

Diode: CREE, C3D1P7060Q (SiC Schottky diode)

Vin Pin PF Vout Iout Pout Efficiency

180Vac 8.24W 0.854 26.41V 261mA 6.89W 83.64%

220Vac 8.71W 0.857 26.37V 270mA 7.12W 81.79%

264Vac 9.2W 0.873 26.42V 277mA 7.32W 79.55%

Diode: ST, STTH3R06 (Si ultra fast diode)

Vin Pin PF Vout Iout Pout Efficiency

180Vac 8.63W 0.861 26.43V 262mA 6.92W 80.24%

220Vac 9.07W 0.868 26.40V 269mA 7.1W 78.30%

264Vac 9.51W 0.887 26.42V 273mA 7.21W 75.84%

Diode: ON semi, MURA260T3G (Si ultra fast diode)

Vin Pin PF Vout Iout Pout Efficiency

180Vac 8.70W 0.849 26.42V 260mA 6.87W 78.96%

220Vac 9.15W 0.857 26.38V 268mA 7.07W 77.27%

264Vac 9.74W 0.883 26.41V 271mA 7.16W 73.48%
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Figure 6. Efficiency comparison at 25°C ambient temperature 
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Figure 7. Diode and MOSFET Case Temperature at 25°C ambient 
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Figure 8 compares efficiency between different LED loads (6pcs LEDs, 8pcs LEDs and 10pcs 
LEDs) when using Cree SiC Schottky diode and conventional silicon ultra-fast diodes at 
220Vac input. One can conclude that Cree SiC diode offers higher efficiency during light load 
and full load. 

Figure 8. Efficiency comparison at different load conditions
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Input: AC180V, Loading, LED x10pcs Input: AC220V, Loading, LED x10pcs Input: AC264V, Loading, LED x10pcs

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET
X: 200V/div, Y: 5ms/div X: 200V/div, Y: 5ms/div X: 200V/div, Y: 5ms/div
Blue (C3): Ids of MOSFET Blue (C3): Ids of MOSFET Blue (C3): Ids of MOSFET
X 500mA/div, Y: 5ms/div X 500mA/div, Y: 5ms/div X 500mA/div, Y: 5ms/div

CREE, C3D1P7060Q CREE, C3D1P7060Q CREE, C3D1P7060Q
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 548mA Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 650mA Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 709mA

With ST, STTH3R06 With ST, STTH3R06 With ST, STTH3R06
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 799mA Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 930mA Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.05A

With ON semi, MURA260T3G With ON semi, MURA260T3G With ON semi, MURA260T3G
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.06A Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.25A Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.33A

Waveform comparison

The following waveforms compare the Vds and Ids of the MOSFET when using SiC diode 
versus Si ultra-fast diode.  The waveforms confirm SiC diode reduces reverse current from 
the diode to the MOSFET when the MOSFET is turned on during each cycle.   The measured 
data shows the SiC diode has a small reverse current due to the parasitic capacitance of 
the diode, which does not change with temperature. By comparison, the silicon ultra-fast 
diode has a larger reverse current from both parasitic capacitance of the diode and the PN 
junction reverse recovery effects, which lead to higher power losses through MOSFET. 
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Input: AC180V 
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Input: AC220V  
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Input: AC264V  
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 5us/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 5us/div 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 5us/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 5us/div 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 5us/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 5us/div 

   
CREE, C3D1P7060Q 
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 588mA 

CREE, C3D1P7060Q  
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 698mA 

CREE, C3D1P7060Q 
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 760mA 

   
ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 854mA 

ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 979mA 

ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.10A 

   
ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.18A 

ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.32A 

ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.43A 

 
  

Figure 8. MOSFET Vds and Ids Waveforms 5us/div 
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Input: AC180V  
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Input: AC220V 
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Input: AC264V 
Loading, LED x10pcs 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 50ns/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 50ns/div 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 50ns/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 50ns/div 

Brown (C1): Vds of MOSFET 
X: 200V/div, Y: 50ns/div 
Blue(C3): Ids of MOSFET 
X 500mA/div, Y: 50ns/div 

   
C3D1P7060Q,  
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 588mA 

CREE, C3D1P7060Q,  
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 682mA 

CREE, C3D1P7060Q,  
Blue (C3): Ids MAX: 760mA 

   
ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 854mA 

ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 979mA 

ST, STTH3R06 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.12A 

   
ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.20A 

ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids Max: 1.32A 

ON semi, MURA260T3G 
Blue(C3): Ids MAX: 1.45A 

Figure 9. MOSFET Vds and Ids Waveforms 50ns/div 
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Conclusions

The data collected from this reference design illustrates the excellent performance of Cree’s 
new C3D1P7060Q SiC Schottky diode in a low-cost 7W A19 lamp application which would 
be equivalent to a conventional 40W incandescent bulb.  The proposed reference design is 
based on a non-isolated low-side BUCK topology which provides better efficiency, improved 
TRIAC dimming capability and lower system cost compared to existing isolated LED lamp 
designs.

Cree’s new compact 3.3mmx3.3mm QFN package is well suited for the high input voltage 
requirements of non-isolated designs. Cree’s SiC diode in this new topology demonstrates 
efficiency improvements of 4-5% compared to silicon ultra-fast diodes and a thermal 
reduction of ~17 °C on the MOSFET and ~12 °C on the diode.  In addition, it may be possible 
to reduce the current rating of the MOSFET due to zero reverse recovery energy made 
possible with the Cree diode.    


